
Simultaneous attacks on the Islamic State-held cities
of Mosul in Iraq and Raqqa, the de facto capital of the
militant group’s self-proclaimed caliphate across the

border in Syria, would make military sense: such assaults
would make it harder for the extremists to move reinforce-
ments and deny them a safe haven. When preparing for
the Mosul operations this summer, US officials said a push
against IS in Raqqa could be almost simultaneous, putting
additional pressure on the group by stretching its ability to
defend two strongholds at once.

While the long-awaited Mosul offensive began earlier
this week, there’s no sign of an imminent campaign
against Raqqa. Perhaps that’s because Syria is proving to
be a more daunting terrain than Iraq. Going after IS-held
Raqqa would mean moving deeper into an explosive mix
of regional and international rivalries, including a proxy
war that has pitted the United States against Russia and
its allies.

The fight against IS in northeastern Syria also under-
lines a US reliance on its one effective partner there -
Syria’s Kurds. Such an alliance for a Raqqa campaign
threatens to ignite a new conflict, with another US part-
ner, NATO member Turkey, and its allied Syrian rebels. In
Iraq, the US offers logistical and other support for the mil-
itary in its fight against IS. In Syria, Washington views
President Bashar Assad’s government as illegitimate and
cannot partner with him.

Even if IS were to be driven out of Raqqa, finding some-
one to administer the city would be problematic, said
Noah Bonsey, a Syria expert with the International Crisis
Group think tank. Mosul is the largest city under IS control,
with an estimated population of up to one million and no
more than 10,000 fighters. Oil-rich Raqqa is home to near-
ly 200,000 people, most Sunni Arabs, and an estimated
5,000 militants.

Bonsey said retaking Raqqa is key to defeating IS mili-
tarily, a US priority, but that among the warring factions in
Syria “everybody else has other geostrategic interests that
take higher priority.” In recent weeks, US-led coalition
airstrikes targeted half a dozen bridges in Syria’s largely IS-
controlled Deir el-Zour province between Raqqa and the
Iraqi border. The strikes were aimed at cutting the road
between Iraq and Syria for fleeing militants.

Activist Hussam Eesa reported increased IS activity in
Raqqa, including more night-time checkpoints, and said
some wounded and IS families arrived from Mosul before
the start of the offensive. He said there was no sign of pan-
ic in Raqqa. Most fortifications in Raqqa, such as trenches,
were built long ago, said Eesa, who is not in the city and
whose group, Raqqa Is Being Slaughtered Silently, relies on
leaked reports from residents.

Refuge
Raqqa could serve as a refuge for IS fighters fleeing

Mosul, even if roads are harder to access, said Jennifer
Cafarella of the Washington-based Institute for the Study
of War. Retreating fighters could also hide among fleeing
civilians, or travel in small groups to evade coalition air-
craft, she said. Others could withdraw to desert areas
between Syria and Iraq for staging future attacks.

Since the summer’s discussions in Washington about a
possible double-strike against IS, Turkey has entered the
fray. Starting in August, Ankara has backed Syrian opposi-
tion fighters with tanks and aircraft. This has complicated
planning for a possible Raqqa campaign and threatened
America’s main ally on the ground, the Kurds. The rivalries
are dangerous because IS is deft at exploiting divisions
among its enemies, said Cafarella.

Kurdish fighters, mostly the well-trained and highly
organized People’s Protection Units, or YPG, have been the
US partner in the anti-IS fight in Syria since 2015 when they
freed the town of Kobani. In return for leading the battle
for Raqqa, the Kurds demand to be armed by the US and to
win political recognition of their right to self-rule.

That would enrage Ankara, which considers the Syrian
Kurdish forces as an offshoot of its domestic rebels it
deems a terrorist group. Cafarella said directly arming the
Kurdish forces would simplify logistics during planning for
a major offensive. But the potential for direct confrontation
between the Kurds and Turkish and Ankara-backed Syrian
forces “would cause a huge ripple in the strategy” and
would be difficult for the US to mitigate while conducting
a major operation on the Iraqi side, she said.

Ilham Ahmed, a senior Syrian Kurdish official who was in
Washington last month, claimed that preparations by
Kurdish-led forces for such an offensive are in their final
phase, suggesting US recognition and arming are a matter
of time. She did not provide details. Fighting elsewhere in
Syria has further complicated the situation, including a
Turkish push in the northern Aleppo province and a bid for
Al-Bab, an IS-run town in the area. The Kurds are also vying
for control of Al-Bab, in hopes of connecting separate can-
tons they hold along the Syrian border with Turkey. 

‘Terror-Free Zone’
Meanwhile, Turkish troops and Syrian rebels argue that

by advancing on Al-Bab, they can break the Syrian govern-
ment’s hold on the rebel-held besieged city of Aleppo city,
30 km to the west, while also denying the Kurds their con-
tinuous territory. “Both actors want to grab more territory
to prevent the other from grabbing more territory and
both want to improve the depth and breadth of coordina-
tion with the US against the interest of the other,” Bonsey
said. Since August, Turkey-backed efforts have driven IS
militants and Kurdish rebels from a large swath along the
border. The aim, Ankara said, is to set up an even larger
“terror-free zone” of as much as 5,000 sq km inside Syria,
trampling on the Kurdish aspirations. — AP 
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Issues

With coup defeated, 
Erdogan eyes vote 

on revamped powers

From Mosul to Raqqa? A complex, risky battle

They show what we like, reveal who
we’ve been with and flag where we
are going. Social networks offer win-

dows into people’s lives, and exploiting
those insights is big business - with some
sounding the alarm over the ever-growing
intrusion from corporations and govern-
ments alike. “There is a thin line of differ-
ence between surveillance of individuals
and monitoring for research purposes,”
Gartner analyst Jenny Sussin told AFP.

Even when espionage is not the original
goal, nothing prevents someone from cre-
ating streams of Twitter posts based on
where information is shared or who is
doing the sharing. Twitter and Facebook
last week revoked data access for an analyt-
ics firm which, according to a civil liberties
group, helped law enforcement track peo-
ple protesting the police shooting of black
men in several US cities.

The American Civil  Liberties Union
reported that Geofeedia had been market-
ing its services to US police agencies to
help track activists using their social media
posts and location data. According to inter-
nal documents published by the ACLU,
Geofeedia boasted that it “covered
Ferguson/Mike Brown nationally with great
success,” referring to the wave of protests in
the Missouri community after the shooting

of an unarmed African-American man.
The ACLU documents showed that

Geofeedia claimed to have access to the
Twitter “firehose” or full stream of data
which can be analyzed and interpreted by
location and other factors. Geofeedia is one
of an array of companies built on the ability
to mine insights from the massive amount
of information freely shared on social net-
works. Twitter had previously barred US
intelligence from using the Dataminr ana-
lytical tool to scan missives sent via the
one-to-many messaging service.

The ACLU, however, wants online social
networks to ramp up efforts with moves
that include the blocking of applications
used as tools for spying or police surveil-
lance. Companies processing people’s per-
sonal data have a responsibility to find out
who the end user is going to be, Sophia
Cope, a lawyer specializing in civil liberties at
the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF). She
encourages firms to ask specific questions to
find out what use the data will be put to.

Privacy vs Security 
The degree to which internet firms

should cooperate with police or intelli-
gence services is a long-running debate. In
France, there were concerns that data-min-
ing companies put their software to work

for parties interested in monitoring oppo-
nents of regimes in Libya or Syria. Internet
pioneer Yahoo was recently accused of
scanning messages at its email service for a
snippet being sought by US authorities.
Social networks, however, differ in that the
data being perused is typically on public
display and not private.

The US government has employees who
monitor social networks, but the time and
effort involved has created business oppor-
tunity for companies such as Geofeedia.
Analytics firms often have the advantage of
being directly connected, usually for a fee,
to streams of data at social networks. This
lets the process of drawing out details,
insights or patterns be done automatically
with software that promises to only get
smarter due to improvements in artificial
intelligence.

Use of the data can range from benign
to troubling. Data mined by firms can help
target ads, meaning that people see mar-
keting messages that might spark interest
instead of annoyance. Researchers can
seek clues to causes or spreads of illness,
or measure public sentiment during politi-
cal campaigns. IBM announced this sum-
mer a collaboration with a Brazil ian
research center to track the spread of dis-
eases such as Zika, dengue or chikungunya

by studying Twitter posts. In Los Angeles,
the Department of Justice funded research
to see if the police could prevent racist
crimes by figuring out where hateful com-
ments on social networks were originating
to determine at-risk neighborhoods.
Analysis of social media data can also be
abused, Cope cautioned. For her, any kind
of monitoring is problematic but govern-
ment keeping tabs on people comes with
the added offense of violating constitu-
tional rights.

Think Before Posting 
Facebook, Twitter and other online ven-

ues use terms of service that set limits on
what those tapping into data are permitted
to do with the information. Sussin would
like to see Internet firms do more to make
people mindful of moments when they are
sharing their locations. “You voluntarily par-
ticipate in your own monitoring,” said
Endpoint Technologies Analyst Roger Kay.
“Many people live their lives quite publicly,”
allowing spies, or criminals to track them,
the analyst maintained. In one dramatic
illustration: Images shared by social media
queen Kim Kardashian were believed to
have played a role in her being robbed in
Paris recently. She has since become much
more discreet. — AFP 

Online sharing treasure trove for snoops

Just three months after seeing off a failed coup,
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has put
right back at the top of the agenda a plan to

increase his powers through constitutional change.
The plan to create a presidential system means
Turkey is likely to be heading to a referendum in the
first half of next year, analysts say. This may create
more instability for Turkey’s fragile economy and
exacerbate already simmering tensions in society,
after Erdogan defeated the biggest challenge to his
13-year rule.

But it will also allow the leader to settle for once
and for all the question of his powers. Only a month
after becoming prime minister in March 2003
Erdogan told an interviewer that his “desire” was for a
presidential system in Turkey, similar to the one in the
United States. After being elected president in
August 2014 and defeating the coup bid in July,
Erdogan is more determined than ever to fulfill his
desire and push forward with his plans.

Government officials argue a fully presidential sys-
tem is needed to legalize what has become a de-fac-
to situation, with Erdogan Turkey’s undisputed num-
ber one after transforming the office of head of state.
To change the constitution the ruling Justice and
Development Party (AKP) co-founded by Erdogan
needs a super-majority of 367 votes.  The AKP only
has 316 seats (excluding the speaker Ismail
Kahraman) in the 550-seat national assembly.

But to put forward the changes to the public in a
referendum, the party needs only 330 votes, which
could happen if the 40-seat Nationalist Movement
Party (MHP) of Devlet Bahceli gives its support. The
two other opposition parties are likely to be against.
Bahceli has not indicated whether his party’s MPs will
give the government their support but on Tuesday
gave his firmest indication yet it could be prepared to
allow the referendum to go ahead.

‘Increase Polarization’ 
Fadi Hakura, Turkey expert at Chatham House

think tank in London, said that so far the Bahceli’s
statements indicate “willingness to collaborate” with
the AKP to bring about a referendum. He added
there was a “real possibility” the system would be
approved in a referendum but warned that the cur-
rent polarization in Turkey would worsen. “The presi-
dential system will further intensify the ideological
polarization and entrenched conservatism. “(It) will
further intensify the existing political, ideological and
sectarian divisions bedevilling Turkish politics and
society,” he said.

The uncertainty since the issue rose back to the
top of the agenda has also hurt the Turkish lira, which
has lost over four percent in value against the US dol-
lar over the last month. Some experts suggest the
president could even be tempted to call early legisla-
tive elections in 2017 although the government has
denied having any such idea. 

Michael Harris, global head of research at invest-
ment bank Renaissance Capital, warned in a note that
the Turkish economy was “on hold” until Erdogan
achieved his objectives. According to Harris, if Erdogan
tries to win a super-majority through an early election,
it would be the “crux of why we continue to recom-
mend investors take money out of the country”. But if
Erdogan is able to achieve the executive presidency in
an accelerated and smoother process, Turkey could
find “political equilibrium in 2017”, he said.

‘People Support Erdogan’ 
Prime Minister Binali Yildirim on Tuesday said it

would be brought to parliament “very soon” because
the changes were needed to “eliminate confusion
from the system”. Justice Minister Bekir Bozdag sug-
gested last week a referendum on a presidential sys-
tem could come as early as spring 2017. The authori-
ties are confident of winning a symbolic and convinc-
ing victory, which would be Turkey’s fourth major
national poll in as many years.

Polls after the coup showed that its defeat had
substantially bolstered Erdogan’s ratings while a poll
published on Tuesday in the pro-government Daily
Sabah newspaper said 63 percent supported the
presidential system. “In Turkey people see a close
relationship between Erdogan and the presidential
system,” said Mehmet Ali Kulat, the head of the MAK
research company which conducted face-to-face
interviews with 5,400 people between Oct 10 and 15.
“What they support more is Erdogan rather than a
presidential system,” he said. — AFP  

Iraqi forces deploy in Bajwaniyah village, about 30 km south of Mosul, on Tuesday after they liberated it from
Islamic State (IS) group. — AFP 


